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Bivalve mariculture were initiated by ICAR-CMFRI during 1970's but became popular in the 
1990's as large-scale adoption was done in the backwaters of Kerala. The success stories in 
Kerala were followed in Karnataka and Goa too. The availability of large brakishwater areas in 
Maharashtra is conducive for bivalve mariculture and this project envisages large-scale 
adoption in this important region. The initial trials conducted by the Institute has given 
encouraging results.
Oysters and mussels being filter feeding bivalves, their farming would have the advantage of 
being an eco-friendly aquaculture practice, as there is no addition of feed to the system. As 
compared to other aquaculture technologies, mussel and oyster culture does not need very 
sophisticated practices and hence the outlay in capital is also less.The success in bivalve farming 
depends on fulfilling the basic requirement of good supply of phytoplankton with unpolluted 
sheltered waters and this makes the selection of sites a very crucial part of bivalve farming.
Mussel and oyster farming has brought socio-economic benefits to many farmers of Kerala as 
the availability of mussel seeds, the help from the local bodies, besides there also exists good 
demand for the mussels and oysters in the local markets. There were various schemes under 
which mussel farming was given encouragement. The women Self Help Groups (SHGs) of the 
region were also very active in the farming of mussels.
I am confident that the present manual would help in popularising maricuture of bivalves in the 
state of Maharashtra.
Kochi Dr. A. Gopalakrishnan
November, 2015 Director,'ICAR-CMFRI, Kochi
The Government of India (Gol) in collaboration with United Nation Development Program (UNDP), Global Environment 
Facility (GEF), and the Government of Maharashtra (GoM) is implementing a project "Mainstreaming coastal and marine 
biodiversity conservation into production sectors in the coastal and marine environment of Sindhudurg District, 
Maharashtra". The primary objective of the project is to conserve the coastal and marine biodiversity of the region while 
promoting livelihood based on natural resources in a sustainable manner. Taking into account the decline in fish catch 
owing to unsustainable practices, it is necessary to adopt sustainable fishing practices as defined in the Code of Conduct of 
Responsible fishing of the FAO and Ecosystem Approach to Fisheries.
One of the enduring livelihood practices along the Konkan coast involves the collection of oysters and mussels by 
fisherwomen from the wild. The women work for hours in the creek during low tide, clean the collected bivalves and sell 
them in the local market, making the job difficult and time consuming.
Under the UNDP Sindhudurg Project, 20 women from the local communities of Devgad, Malvan and Vengurla were trained 
in rearing mussels and oyster species. The training was organised at Ratnagiri in January 2014 with the help of Central 
Maine Fisheries Research Institute (CMFRI). Post training, Prasiddhi Women Self Help Group from Wadatar, Devgad taluka, 
decided to carry out oyster culture in the Wadatar creek adjoining their village. Under technical guidance from CMFRI, 
these women set up a bamboo rack with 450 rens of 1 meter each bearing five oyster shells as cultch material. Oysters 
being filter feeders, help in cleaning the environment where they grow. After 15 months of grow-out period, when the 
oysters were harvested in June 2015, the production from the single rack of 150 Sq.M was 187 Kg.The women involved in 
this project have benefitted immensely from the project in terms of additional income for their families.
Considering the success of the pilot project in oyster culture at Wadatar, efforts are being made to scale up the activity by 
putting up 20 more racks in the creek for which a new proposal has been sanctioned under the UNDP Sindhudurg Project 
to CMFRI. In this phase, more women SHGs will be trained from the three coastal talukas of Sindhudurg. We are delighted 
to work with institutes like CMFRI who have shown how technologies can be effectively transferred from laboratories to 
the field, for the benefit and development of local communities. The Institute is also working on transfer of technology for 
farming of green mussel.
I sincerely hope that this manual prepared by CMFRI under the UNDP Sindhudurg Project will help spread the oyster and 
mussel farming techniques to all the potential sites in Sindhudurg and beyond. The manual is very informative with 
coverage on oyster & mussel farming resources, their biology, farming technology, post harvest processing and 
economics. I congratulate CMFRI for successfully demonstrating the technology with respect to oyster culture and taking 
us closer to attaining our project goals.
November, 2015 N.Vasudevan
Chief Conservator of Forest, Mangrove Cell, Mumbai 
Chief Executive Officer, Sindhudurg Project
The Konkan coastal stretch of Maharashtra is endowed with large number of west flowing 
rivers forming productive estuaries and creeks fringed by mangrove vegetation. The indented 
coastline stretching across the districts of Raigad, Ratnagiri and Sindhudurg are marked by 
the presence of narrow creeks offering sheltered areas for aquaculture activities. These 
estuaries abound in bivalve wealth. As filter feeding bivalves feed on the natural food from 
the marine environment, the bivalve farming is 'organic' in nature.
Under the project, such eco-friendly farming practices were initiated in the sites demarcated 
in estuarine areas on a pilot scale with the participation of the local fishermen groups. Fixed 
bivalve farming systems suitable for shallow and sheltered areas are recommended. Rack 
systems supporting mussel ropes or stacks of trays with individual oysters or strings of cultch 
are ideal forthis purpose.
The Sindhudurg coast has estuarine areas with pollution free sheltered areas, with moderate 
water current with sufficient depth and good phytoplankton production.
This training process is usually hands on. The manual gives essential details of mussel and 
edible oyster farming. These training in bivalve farming would go a long way for the large 
scale adoption of bivalve farming in the state of Maharashtra.
Koch in
November 2015 Authors
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Introduction
The oysters are highly esteemed sea food and considered a delicacy in USA, Europe, Japan etc. In India there is 
a growing demand for oyster meat in some parts of the country. It is one of the most widely cultivated species. 
As early as the first century BC the Romans were the first to develop simple methods of collecting oyster seeds 
and growing them for food, the Japanese developed 'Habitat culture technique' i.e., culture in nets fixed to 
bamboo poles during the seventeenth century and at the turn of the 20 century they evolved off bottom 
culture, especially hanging methods. The awareness about the vast potentialities for development of oyster 
farming in tropics is recent. Serious efforts are now being directed in its development under tropical 
conditions.
Scope for oyster farnning in India
In India pioneering attempts were made by James Hornell 
in 1910 in developing Oyster Culture in erstwhile Madras 
state. Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute 
undertook scientific investigations at Tuticorin from early 
70's and as a result, complete package of the technology 
is now available in the country. Vast stretches of 
backwaters, estuaries and bays spread over several lakh 
ha. are present along Indian coast harbouring natural 
population of the oyster suggesting suitability of the 
habitat for oyster culture. Being filter feeders, the oyster converts primary production in the water into 
nutritious sea food.
Oyster Resources of India
The various genera and species are identified based on the shape, size, colour and other charactehstics of the 
shell, anatomical features and the breeding habits. Confusion still exists in the identification of oysters at 
species level. C madrasensis is the main species in India. It tolerates wide variations in salinity and inhabits 
backwaters, creeks, bays and lagoons and occurs, from the intertidal region to 17 m depth.
Identification  characters of com m ercially im portant oysters
Species name Shape Valves Adductor muscle scar Hinge
Crassostrea
madrasensis
irregular in shape 
usually elongate
Left valve deep and 
the right one 
slightly concave
kidney-shaped and 
dark purple narrow and elongated
Crassostrea
gryphoides elongate and thick Left valve cup-like
broad, more or less 
oblong and striations 
on the scar are absent 
or obscure
well developed and has 
a deep median groove 
with lateral elevations
Crassostrea
rivularis
large, roughly 
round, flat, thick 
and with a shallow 
shell cavity
Left valve is thick and 
slightly concave and the 
right one is about the 
same size or slightly larger
oblong and white or 
smoky white in colour
Saccostrea
cucullata
hard, strong, 
trigonal and pear­
shaped
The margins of both the 
valves have well 
developed denticles
Cream coloured
Hinge straight, devoid 
of teeth and umbonal 
cavity well developed
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Oysters & their Biology 
The shape of the oyster is extremely variable depending on the environment in which it is grownrThis'faS' 
of having the shape determined by the contours of substratum is called xenomorphism. It has been observed 
that the oysters assume the following shapes.
>
>
>
Smooth and elongated when grown 
.. individually on soft substrata.
Corrugated and circular shell with lower 
valve deep when grown individually on 
hard substratum.
Irregular shape when grown with other 
oysters.
Circular / elongated with reduced cupped 
nature when grown fixed to a firm 
substratum
Food and Feeding Habits
The food consists of organic detritus and phytoplankters such as diatoms and nanoplankters. The food 
particles are entrapped in the mucus of the gills and are passed in the water currents towards the mouth by 
the rapidly beating gill cilia (fine hairs). The four labial palps, sort the food before it enters the mouth. The 
unwanted food particles are rejected as psuedofaeces. Close to the entrance to intestine is located the 2-3 cm 
long crystalline style made of mucoprotein. This contains digestive enzymes which convert starch into sugars. 
The crystalline style may be mistaken by layman as a worm that infests the oysters.
Reproduction
In the genus Crassostrea sexes are separate but occasionally hermaphrodites occur. During spawning, ripe 
eggs and sperms are discharged into the exterior where fertilization takes place. Temperature, food 
availability and salinity are considered as important exogenous factors, in influencing the maturation of 
gonads. A single female measuring 80-90 mm spawns 10 to 15 million eggs at a time.
Spawning period (This information is necessary for seed collection)
C madrasensis
Kakkinada Bay 
Madras Harbour 
Adayar estuary 
Tuticorin 
Mulki estuary 
Ashtamudi
January June 
Year round spawning 
October-Decemberand March-April. 
July- September and February-April, 
April-June (major), November (minor). 
November to December
C gryphoides
Kelwa backwaters (Bombay) 
Bhatia creek (Ratnagiri)
July and September 
September and November
S. cucullata
■ Ratnagiri October-January
• f i r ; . ; .......  ..
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Growth 
C madrasessis
Bhiminipatnam backwaters
Kakinada Bay
Adayar estuary
Vellar estuary
Athakarai
Ashtamudi Lake
12 mm length to 77-81.8 mm in one year 
27 mm to 72 mm in about 8-12 months.
50.6 mm length in 13 months.
85mm in first year and 111.7 mm in third year 
72 mm in 7 months.
70 mm in 7 months
C gryphoides
Kelwa backwater 37.2 and 47.9 mm at the end of 6 months and one year respectively.
Condition Index
The condition index of the oysters denotes the quality of the meat and it is useful to determine the best period 
for harvest. It is also helpful to assess the suitability of a locality for culture. High condition indicates greater 
proportion of meat in the whole weight of the oyster; those in prime condition are tasty when compared to 
the flaccid and watery meats of oysters in poor condition. The soft body of the oyster undergoes changes, 
which are usually related to the reproductive cycle. Duhng the maturation process the gonad increases in 
weight resulting in increase in the weight of soft body. Before the commencement of spawning the condition 
index reaches high value and with the release of gametes, the soft body of the oyster looses weight. The 
condition factor is studied based on weight, volume of both.
Condition Index = Weight of dry meat weight x 1000/Volume of shell cavity
In C. madrasensis the condition is considered as high if it is above 140 and poor if it is below 70.
Edible Oyster Farming in India
Oyster farming technology developed by Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute is a simple and easily 
adaptable technique. Since 1993 concerted effort has been put in by CMFRI to popularize this technology. 
Kerala, is the first state to commercialize this technology and many coastal villagers have benefited from this. 
These farming activities have increased national production of farmed oyster from nil to 140 tonnes in 2000. 
One of the significant factors is that more than 80% of the oyster farmers in Kerala are women and they have 
emerged as productive, self reliant participants for improving the families' nutritional and living standards.
Culture Technology
Edible oyster culture is a very simple technology, which can be easily practiced. There are a few critical factors 
(such as seed collection and harvesting period) which are governed by the biology of the species which affect 
the profit of the farming operations. The farmer can easily 
understand these aspects by observation and practice. The oyster 
culture protocol practiced in India is given.
Seed Collection
Oyster seed are collected from estuaries by placing suitable 
collectors called cultch in the water column at appropriate period.
During spawning seasons the spat collectors are suspend^ from 
racks.
.1^;^
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How to prepare a cultch?
Cultch is the term used for spat / seed collector. For 
suspended method of oyster culture cutch made of oyster 
shells have been found to be Ideal. Empty oyster shells are 
cleaned manually to remove the foulers and then washed 
to remove silt. A small hole is made on the shell and these 
are strung on 3mm dia nylon rope with a spacing of 15 to 
20 cm between each shell (5 shells per meter rope). Such 
strings are called ren. The spaced rens can be used as such 
for grow out system. For seed collection purposes the 
shells are strung continuously without spacers ( 10 to 15 
shells per meter) and after the attachment of seed they 
shells can be removed and restrung at the rate of 5 shells per meter which is the ideal density for grow out. If 
the oysters are to be grown by the tray method then empty shells or lime coated tiles can be placed in the trays 
for seed collection. Lime coated tiles gave encouraging results and on a single tile, as many as 120 larvae are 
known to settle.
Ren making at Wadatar, Sindhudurg District
W hen to place the cultch for seed collection?
One of the main factors that determine the success of the farming operation is the period when the clutches 
are placed for seed collection. If they are laid in advance of spatfall, they may be covered with silt or 
settlement of foulers , making them unsuitable for the oyster larvae to settle. The larval period in C. 
madrasensis is 15-20 days. The ideal time for laying the spat collectors in the water is about 7 -10 days after 
peak spawning ( as determined by gonad examination and abundance of early larval stages in the plankton). 
Strong currents interfere with larval settlement and may result in poor spat collection.
Selection of farm site
For site selection several factors are to be considered
51. Parameter Range
Methodology for determination 
of theparameter
1 Salinity (ppt) 10 to 38 By titration or refractometer
2 Depth ( m ) 1.5-4 By sounding or manual
3 Temperature 0 C 23- 34 Using thermometer
4 Dissolved oxygen mg/l 3-5 Winkler method or by using probe
5 pH 6.5-8.5 pH meter or pH paper
6 Turbulence due to wave ( m) < 0.5 to 1 By observation and local enquiry
7 Water current m / Second 1-5 Current meter or from Literature
8 Clarity (m) 0.5-1.5 By Sechii disc
9 Availability of seed Within 100 m By enquiry / observation
10 Local market Average to good By enquiry / observation
11 If free from various pollution like Faecal
Industrial
Agriculture
Sewage
Retting
Oil
By enquiry / observation
1 I
Sheltered areas offering protection from strong wave action are preferred.From 
intertidal region to areas extending upto about 5 m depth can be considered for 
adopting suitable culture method. Similarly the culture technique is adopted 
depending upon the type of substratum. On-bottom culture method is substrate 
specific while off-bottom method has little to do with the nature of substratum. 
Large scale moralities have been reported in salinities below 10 and above 40 ppt 
when the natural oyster populations of C madrasensis were exposed for prolonged 
periods. The natural populations occur at a temperature range of 21 to 31 OC.
Farming nnethods
They are broadly grouped as bottom (on bottom) culture and off-bottom culture.
Raft, rack, long-line and stake are used in the various off-bottom culture practices.
The off bottom culture methods are advantageous over the bottom culture in the following respects. 
1.
2 .
3.
f^ er) prepared ot Wadatar, 
SIndhudurg district
4.
Relatively rapid growth and good meat yield.
Facilities three-dimensional utilization of the culture area.
The biological functions of the oyster such as filtration feeding etc. are carried out independent of
tidal flow,
Silting and predatory problems are negligible.
the
On bottom culture
The oysters are grown either in the intertidal or subtidal area directly on hard substratum. For intertidal culture 
a minimum of 16 hours submergence is suggested to ensure adequate food supply. Oyster seed attached to 
the collectors are planted on the bottom and allowed to grow for the market. The disadvantages of this 
method are increased exposure to benthic predation, siltation and low production.
Rack and Ren Method
It is'also called ren method. The racks are constructed in 1 to 
2.5 , depth There are several variations in the types of racks.
The single beam rack consists of a beam placed and secured 
to the top of posts driven into the bottom. A series of single 
beams are placed in a row. The crossbeam rack is constructed 
by placing cross bar on top of single posts and two long 
beams are secured on the end of cross beams.
OysKf farrr at Padanna, Kasaragod District
Rack and Tray Method
The nursery-reared single spat (cultch-free) measuring about 25 mm are transferred to trays of size 40 x 
10 cm at a density of 150 to 200 oysterlings/ tray. The tray is 
knitted with 2 mm synthetic twine of appropriate mesh and is 
suspended from rack. Once the oysters reach 50 mm length 
they are segregated and transferred to rectangular tray of 
size 90 X 60 X 15 cm these trays are placed on the racks. Each 
tray holds 150 to 200 oysters. The average growth rate of the 
oyster is 7 mm/month and at the end of 12 months the 
oysters attain an average length of 85 mm in Tuticorin. The 
production is estimated at 120 t/ha/year. Compared to the 
string method, this method gives production but the 
production cost is high. construction at Wadatar, Sindl^udurg distria
40 X
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Stake culture
A stake is driven into the substratum and on the top end one nail and on the sides two nails are fixed. The nail 
holds in position a shell with spat attached. The stakes are placed 60 cm apart. In this method, the nursery 
rearing of spat is carried on the same stake. For about two months the spat on the top end of the stake are 
covered by a piece of velon screen. Once the oysters attain 25-30 mm the velon screen is removed and in 
another 10 months they reach the marketable size. The growth rate of the oysters in this method Is the same 
as that of the oysters raised by the string method. The production is estimated at 20 t/ha/year
Farm management
Periodic checking of the farms is essential. The main points to be checked are replacement of broken farm 
structure and resuspending loosened rens which touch the estuarine bottom. High mortality rates have been 
observed when the rens fall on the ground. To tide over these problems periodic checking is essential 
Predaters and foulers are also a menace to oyster farmers. Crabs, fishes, starfishes, polychaetes and 
gastropods are the predators of oysters. At Tuticorin predation of the oysters by the crabs Scylla serrata and 
Pagurus sp. has been observed on a small scale. Barnacles are fouler that settles on the wooden structures, 
trays and oysters. It competes for food with the oysters. It also increases the weight of the ren causing 
damage to the farm structure. Large scale moralities of oysters due to the diseases caused by the fungus 
Perkinsus marinus, and the protozoan parasite Minchinia nelsoni, have been 
reported from temperate countries.
Harvest of oysters
The oysters are harvested when the condition is high. At Tuticorin good meat yield is 
obtained during March-April and August-September and along Kerala harvest is 
ideal during May in Vembanad and Chettuva estuasry and during August October in 
Ashtamudi Lake. Generally high condition index is obtained when the gonad is ripe 
prior to spawning. Harvesting is done manually.
Post Harvest Processes
Depuration - — ^
Oysters, like other filter-feeding bivalves, accumulate pathogenic organisms in their _
body. The bacteria of concern are Vibrio, Salmonella and Escherichia (Coliform type). O y ste r^ i^ jo rh a rv e st'  
By depuration the bacterial load is brought down to permissible levels, also faeces, 
sand particles and silt are removed from the alimentary canal of oysters. The oysters are placed for 24 hours in 
cleaning tanks under a flow of filtered seawater About 10-20% of the seawater is continuously replaced. At 
the end of 12 hours the water in the tank is drained and oysters are cleaned 
by a strong jet of water to remove the accumulated faeces. The tanks are 
again filled with filtered seawater and the flow is maintained for another 12 
hours. Then the tanks are drained and flushed with a jet of filtered sea water 
The oysters are held for about one hour in 3 ppm chlorinated seawater, and 
then washed once again in filtered seawater before marketing.
Oyster DepurationTransport and storage
Oysters kept under moist and cool conditions survive for several days. However it is
desirable that they reach the consumer within three days of harvest. Studies indicate that oysters packed in
wet gunny bags are safely transported for 25- 30 hours without mortality and in good condition.
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Economics for a m odel oyster farm<
Rack and ren method in estuary Oyster farm 5m x
5m
Ren BOOnos
m
1. Fixed cost (Material cost)
Item Quantity Rate Amount
Bamboo poles (16 poles + 14 horizontal poles) 30nos 150 4500
Rope (farm construction) 3mm 2 kg 150 300
Rope (ren making) 3mm 6kg 150 900
Total 5700
II.Recurring cost
Shell 1500 nos 25 paise 375
Ren making 300 nos 1 300
Farm construction 2 men 800 800
Harvesting 4 men 1600 1600
Canoe hire charge 5 trip 500 500
Marketing (shell-on) 4500 1 4500
Total 8075
{.Fixed cost (Material cost)
III. Labour charge ( Meat shucking)
Shuckinq charge 120kq 20 2400
Fuel charge 400 400
Marketing Rs.5/kq 120 600
Total 3400
Total financial outlay
Shell on ( I + II) = 5700 + 8075 = 13775 
Shucked meat (I + II* + III) = 5700 + 3575 + 3400 = Rs. = 12675
Total yield
Shell on 5kg/ren 300 1500
Single oyster 15/ren 300 4500
Heat shucked meat 8% 120
Gross Revenue
Shell- on 4500 10 45000
Heat shucked meat 120 325 39000
NET PROFIT
Shell-on = Rs.31225 
Shucked meat = 26325
I 1
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MUSSEL FARMING
Introduction
Mariculture of bivalves assumes greater importance in meeting the increasing protein demands of the human 
population. Bivalve groups such as oyster, mussel and clams are the most important cultivable organisms all 
over the world. Mussel farming has a long history that dates back to the thirteenth century. Mussels are 
farmed in many areas of the world with the most common species cultured being the blue mussel, Mytilus 
edulis. The main producers of mussels are countries such as China, Korea, Spain, The Netherlands, Denmark, 
France and New Zealand, In 1997, 1.1 million tonnes of mussels were produced worldwide, with most 
production occurring in China (nearly 400,000 tonnes). The Indian mussel industry is modest and the 
maximum production attained is about 20,000 t. Of these, P.viridis and P.indica forms the most dominant 
cultivable species. The Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute (CMFRI) has developed eco-friendly 
techniques for mussel culture. Recently, CMFRI has taken up efforts to popularize mussel culture in all coastal 
districts of Kerala.
Scope for mussel farming
Kerala state is endowed with rich mussel resources and survey reveal that two species viz., Perna viridis (green 
mussel) and Perna indica (brown mussel) are present along the rocky shores. The latter is mostly restricted up 
to the south of Kollam from Cape Comorin in west coast and the former is distributed throughout. Annually 
about cape Comorian is west coast and the former is distributed throughout. Annually about 15000 t of 
mussels are exploited from these regions. During post monsoon period there is heavy settlement of mussel 
spat along the entire Kerala coast. This seed can be used for farming (See Annexure for a recent estimate of 
mussel seed resources in central kerala). Mussels reach harvestable size (55-70 mm) within 4-5 months when 
cultured.
Experiments indicate if farming activities confined to November to May, mussels can be successfully cultured 
in most estuaries of Kerala since ecological conditions will be congenial for good growth and survival. 
Similarly the Arabian Sea bounding the shores of Kerala can also be used to culture of mussels during the fair 
season (Oct to May).
The CMFRI has developed technologies for farming of mussels in early seventies and since then it have been 
upgraded and refined for commercial production. The Institute has conducted a series of experiments on 
location testing in various estuaries and sea along the west coast of India. In Kerala, location testing in various 
estuaries and sea along the west coast of India. In Kerala, location testing for mussel culture has been done in 
estuarine areas using rack and rope method.
The Calicut Research Centre of CMFRI, Calicut took steps to expand mussel culture practices in the north 
Kerala region in small-scale with the involvement of fishermen. The Research Centre successfully 
demonstrated mussel culture in the Dharmadam Estuary during 1995-96. This created some awareness 
among the local fishermen. During 1996-97, mussel culture was done on a large scale at Padanna with the 
involvement of a group of twenty five fisherwomen. Financial support was extended by the DWCRA. These 
programme proved that mussel culture can be profitably undertaken utilizing the available water spread area 
in the estuaries of North Kerala. In Central Kerala it was demonstrated in the Chettuva estuary in Trichur 
district during 1997 and now it is extended upto Munambam estuary and nearby areas of Sathar Island.
Open sea culture of mussels was initiated by the CMFRI off Vizhinjam and off Calicut during the 1970's. 
Recently, a pilot scale demonstration of long line culture was also carried out off Andhakaranazhi near 
Alleppey. During 1998-99, a group of fishermen from Vypin Island took the initiative to launch raft culture of
mussels in the sea off Narakkal with technical collaboration from CMFRI. Currently farmed mussel pi-ocludf6n' 
from Kerala state is estimated to be nearly 20,0001
Distinguishing Features
The external shell colour of young green mussel is beautiful jade green and in older specimens it is bluish- 
green at the anterior half. The shell colour of brown mussel is dark brown. Interior of the shell is 
margaritaceous and shining in both the species. Two equal sized shells protect the internal organs. The shells 
are thick, equivalve, equilateral, elongate, triangularly ovate in outline and hinged at the anterior end. The 
posterior end of the shell is almost round.
Diagnostic characters Perna viridis (Linnaeus, 1758)
Perna indica 
(Kuriakose & Nair, 1976)
Common name Green mussel Brown mussel
External shell colour Green / Bluish green Deep brown
Dorsal ligamental margin Curved Straight
Mid dorsal margin Arcuate Highly angular
Posterior margin Rounded Rounded
Ventral margin Highly concave Straight
Mantle margin colour Yellowish green Brown
Excurrent aperture opening Mouth oval and wide; passage into the 
mantle cavity small; restricted by 
septum, rectum and posterior adductor 
not visible through the opening.
Mouth and passage into the cavity are 
of same width; rectum and posterior 
adductor prominently visible through 
the opening.
Ventral mantle margin Inner fold of the posterior ventral 
margin thin, extensible, smooth, 
tentacles or papillae absent.
Inner fold of the posterior margin very 
thick not extensible; provided with 18­
22 thick branching tentacle.
Posterior byssal retractors Two, short, thick bundles; anterior 
bundle arises from the posterior and 
diverges in the form of a 'V'
Two, short, thick bundles; anterior 
bundle arises from the posterior and 
diverges in the form of a 'W'
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P.viridis ^ in n a e u s , 1758> P.indica (TCuriakose & Nair,1976;
Distribution of Mussels
The P. canaliculus or the green-lipped nnussel is restricted to New Zealand while the green mussel P.viridis is 
widely distributed throughout the Indo Pacific area. It has been reported to occur in China, Japan, Persian 
Gulf, Indonesia, Hong Kong and in the Pacific Islands. Perna indica is found only along the Indian coast. Perna 
perna is found along the coasts of the African continent. South America and Sri Lanka.
Mussel is popularly known as" Kallumekai/ Kadukka/Chippi" in Malayalam. Green mussel Perna viridis and 
brown mussel Perna indica are available along the Indian coast. The green mussel, P.viridis is extensively 
distributed as subtidal and intertidal beds along both the coasts. Along the Kerala Coast, the major locations 
are Koduvally,Mahe,Chombala, Moodadi,Thikkodi, Elathur, Chaliyam and South Beach, Anchangadi, Ethai, 
Narakkal, Chellanam, Andakaranazhi, Azhikkal, Parimanam, Port Kollam and Neendakara.
Along the Karnataka coasts the mussel beds are mostly seen in subtidal beds and major resources are located 
in Uchila, Someswara, Suratkal, Matukopal, Malpe, Coondapur, Byndur, Bhatkal, Basaldurga, Dhareshwar, 
Gokarn, Ramakkal, Kodar, Karungadi, Karwar, Angola, and Gangoli.
In Goa, mussels beds have been observed at Mapusa, Panjim, Margoa and Canacona. Along the Maharastra 
coast, mussels beds are seen in rocky coastal regions as well as in the small creeks. Extensive mussel resources 
are available along Dahoi, Jaigad, Kalbadevi, Bhatye, Purnagad Taramumbri, Devgad, Chowl, Alibag and Urar 
Along the Gujarat coast, mussel population is sparse, observed only in Jamnagar region at Sikka, Baid, Same, 
Sachana and near Dwaraka.
In Tamil Nadu, Pondicherry and Andhra Pradesh extensive beds have not been reported. However, mussel 
resources have been observed at Chunambaru estuary, Ennore, Kandaleru, Visakhapatnam, Kakinada, 
Nellore, Vudukunnappalli, Pathapalam and Ponnapudi. In Chilka Lake meager occurrence of mussel has been 
reported. Sparse mussel beds have been observed at some locations in the Andaman and Nicobar Islands and 
it is absent in Lakshadweep Islands.
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Mussel seed availability along Indian coast / area suitable for farming
state Location
Kerala
Karanataka 
Tamil Nadu
Pondichery 
Andra Pradesh 
Maharashtra & Goa
Andaman & Nicobar Islands
Gujarat
Orissa
Ashtamudi Lake, Thangaserry Bay, Azheekode.Maliankara, Sathar Island, 
Chettuva, . Ponnani, Kadalundi,Dharmadam, Valapattanam, 
Padanna.Neelaswaram etc.
Mulky, Suratkal, Traisi, Baindur, Gokarn, Belikeri, Arga, Amdalli, Harwada, 
Kanwar Bay.Manjali etc.
Coleroon estuary, Gadilam estuary, Kovalam, Kadiyapatnam, Coachel, 
Kodimuna, Vaniakudikurumpana, Melemidaiam,Aazhimala,Pulinkidi, Mullor 
etc.
Kadaloor
Bhimunipatanam, Kakkinada, Dommulpeta.Chinamylavarilankaetc.
Bhatye creek, Kalbadevi creek, Jaigad creek,Dabhal creek, Purnagad creek, 
Budhal coast, Tulsunde creek etc.
Sippighar, Bimbleton, Kalpather, Garacharma, Mittagari, Haathitope, North Bay, 
Minnie Bay etc. '
Navabander
Gopalpur port (Badrajpally), Gopalpur Rocky shore,Gopalpur backwater, Bahuda 
estuary etc...
Some common species of mussel in the world
Scientific name Common name Country
Perna viridis Green mussel India, China, Indonesia, Malaysia, 
Philipines, Singapore, Thailand
Perna indica Brown mussel India, South Africa
Perna canaliculus Green lipped mussel New Zealand
Mytiius edulis Blue mussel China, Korea(Rep.)
Fishery
In India annual mussel production which was less than 10,000 tonnes in the 
beginning of this decade, has been doubled by 2002 through increased 
exploitation and farming in coastal waters. In Kerala, traditional mussel fishery 
exists along the coast and mussel farming is now a flourishing activity in the state. 
Among the maritime states, Kerala stands first contributing 95% of the total 
mussel production. In the year 2005-06 farmed mussel production was 10060 
tonnes.
Mussel fisher of Chombala, 
Calicut distria
Food and feeding
Perna viridis is a suspension feeder. This species is an efficient ciliary-mucoid filter feeder, feeding on small 
zooplankton, phytoplankton and other suspended fine organic material.
Growth
Green mussel shows a rapid growth rate by length of 8mm-13.5mm per month. Under average culture 
conditions, green mussel and brown mussel attain a length of 80-88mm with 36.4 - 40g weight and 65 mm 
with 25-40 g in 5 months respectively The farmed mussels give a better meat yield compared to mussels from 
the natural bed. The average edible portion of the meat in cultured mussels' ranges from 34.5% - 40.5% 
where as in the natural bed the meat yield is 27.2%-33.3% of the total weight. Growth by length and weight 
are probably the most important criteria for assessing the success of the culture system.
The growth of mussel is influenced by a number of environmental factors such as water quality, food 
availability, settling density, water current and tidal exposure.
Reproduction
Sexes in this species are separate and the fertilization is external. The gonad of mature female can easily be 
distinguished by its bright orange- red colour from that of the male, which is creamy yellow.
Stage Male Female
1 (Immature) Sperm nonmotile Ova without any shape
II (Maturing) Sperm non motile Granulation in the ovary
III (Mature) Sperm motile Spherical ova
IV (Partially spent) Motile sperm and tissues Spherical ova and ruptured ova
V (Spent) Ruptured tissues Ruptured tissues
(Indeterminate) Differentiation impossible
Mussels attain sexual maturity in two months (15-28 mm). Spawning period is prolonged extending from 
January September with peak spawning during June-September in Kerala. The four main stages in the 
reproductive cycle are spent/resting, developing, ripe and spawning. Fertilization is external. After 
fertilization, it attains pediveliger within 15-35 days. Pediveliger attaches to the settlers with the help of 
byssus threads and metamorphose to spat. Spat settlement takes place from July to September and attains 
seeding size in September.
1Life cycle of green mussel (Perna viridis)
1. Egg 2. Egg with sperm 3. 3 9 Early developmental stages 10. Trochophore 
ll.Veliger 12. Eyed/Umbo stage 13. Plantigrade 14. Spat 15. Adult.
Condition index
* Condition index = (dry meat weight X 1000) 
Volume of shell cavity
** Percentage edibility = Meat weight x 100
Whole mussel weight
* Condition index is generally related to the reproductive cycle. Condition of mussel indicates the 
degree of fatness of a mussel or the extent to which the meat fills the cavity. The ideal condition index of 
mussel is 70 -140. This will be high during non-spawning period.
**Percentage edibility, the percentage edibility is high the mussels can be harvested. Percentage 
edibility varies from 20 45%.
Farming Techniques 
Site selection
Open sea and estuarine areas free from strong wave action are suitable for farming. Clear seawater with rich 
plankton production (17-40g chlorophyll /!,) is ideal for mussel culture. Moderate water current (0.17­
0.25m/s at flood tide and 0.25-0.35m/s at ebb tide) will bring the required planktonic food and will carry 
away the excessive build-up of pseudofaeces and silt in the culture area. The water should have a salinity of 
27-35 ppt. and temperature of 26 C- 32 C. Site should be free from domestic, industrial and sewage 
pollution.
Open sea farming
In open sea farming, the depth at the site should be above 5m without strong wave action, less turbulent and 
with high primary productivity. Long line and raft culture techniques are ideal for open sea farming. Mussels 
grown on long lines become smothered by naturally settling juvenile mussels and other fouling organisms. 
Effective utilization of easily available material for fabrication of long line and rafts can be done. 
Disadvantages of this farming are the poaching and unpredicted climate changes. Protected bays are ideal 
for mussel farming.
Estuarine farming
Compared to open sea, estuarine ecosystems with less turbulent and shallow depth (<4m) are suitable for 
mussel farming. Culture of mussels on horizontal ropes results in high productivity due to the effective 
utilization of the primary productivity Rack culture is ideal for estuarine conditions. Fluctuation in salinity 
during monsoon season and pollution through domestic and industrial waste are the main constraints in 
estuarine mussel farming.
Farming methods
The farming practice of bivalve molluscs is either on bottom or off bottom culture methods. The bottom 
culture system is also called the broadcast technique. For the off-bottom culture system, this includes the 
stake or pole method, rack, raft and long-line method. The rack, raft and long-line method are also called the 
hanging or suspended culture technique. The stake and rack method are mainly used in shallow, intertidal 
waters while the raft and long-line methods are generally utilized in deeper, open waters. Many culture 
techniques are used for growing mussels worldwide. Some of these are described below;
1. Bouchot or Intertidal Pole Culture
In France, mussel culture is believed to have started in 1235, when an Irish sailor Patrick Walton survived a 
shipwreck on the Bay of Aiguillon. He found that the wooden poles and nets that he had kept for trapping 
birds attracted mussel spat settlement. This became the basis for Bouchot method which is the oldest and 
the main method utilised in France on the Atlantic and English Channel coasts. This method, well suited to 
the large intertidal mud flats facilitated the development of the blue mussel (Mytilus edulis) industry in 
France. The Bouchot method extended to other suitable intertidal areas along the Brittany and Normandy 
coast. The spats are collected on spat collecting ropes made of coir. These spat bouchots are situated offshore 
and consists of parallel rows of poles with horizontal coir ropes for collecting seeds. When the seed are a few 
months old, they are removed from the ropes, placed in mesh tubes and transferred to bouchots for growth. 
In this method, ropes with spat attached are wound around large vertical poles (bouchots) in the intertidal 
zone. The line of poles mainly oak tree trunks 4-7 m long, 12-2 5 cm diameter at the wider end and about 7cm 
at the opposite end. The lower 3 meter of the pole is inserted in the seabed. A barrier is placed at the bottom 
of the pole to prevent predators such as crabs from reaching the mussels. Bouchot are placed perpendicular 
to the shoreline This method of culture requires large tidal ranges, in order to supply the densely packed 
mussels with plankton.
This method is suitable for estuaries and shallow bays. The racks are fabricated placing bamboo / casurina 
poles vertically and horizontally tying and lashing with nylon/ coir ropes. Bamboo or Casurina poles are 
driven into the bottom and spaced at a distance of 1 -2m. These stakes are connected horizontally with poles. 
The horizontal poles should be above the level of water at high tide and seeded ropes are suspended from the 
same.
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2. stake culture
In Thailand and Philippines, mussels are grown on bannboo poles (6-8m long) staked at half meter depth arid 
one meter apart or in circle and tied at the top to form a wigwam structure in soft, muddy bottoms. Mussels 
(Perna viridis) settle on the submerged bamboo stakes. Bamboo poles are often observed to monitor growth 
as to eliminate predators like starfish and crabs. Bamboo stakes are placed in areas where natural spatfall is 
expected. Mussels are han/ested after a growing period of 610 months after stocking or when the animals 
reach 56 cm in length. Each pole yields 8-12 kg of mussel. Harvesting is done by hauling up the bamboo poles 
and loading them into a raft. This culture system also facilitates siltation which makes bays and estuaries too 
shallow for mussel farming. In Philippines a rope strung in a zigzag fashion or rope web method is used. Each 
unit consists of two bamboo poles 5 meters apart are driven into the substratum. Two polypropylene rope, 2 
meter apart are tied to the bamboo poles.40 m rope of 10-12 mm diameter is used to connect in a zigzag 
manner. Pegs are inserted at 40 cm intervals.
3. On-Bottom Culture
This method is widely used in Netherlands, Denmark and Germany. The culture is based on the principle of 
transferring seeds from areas of great abundance where growth is poor to culture plots in lower density to 
obtain better growth and fattening of the mussel. The culture plots must have a firm substratum and less of 
drifting sand and silt particles. In Netherlands, the seeds are dredged from Waddenzee. The seeds are laid in 
intertidal areas to produce mussels with thick shells and 
strong adductor muscle. In the subtidal areas higher meat 
yield and thinner shells are produced fit for processing 
industry. The whole process is highly mechanized from 
collection of seeds to harvesting and marketing. Waddenzee 
and Zeeland are the important areas for mussel (M.edulis) 
farming. The mussels are distributed evenly by the farmers if 
the stocking is found crowded. The starfish problem is 
managed by salt treatment or removal using starfish nets. The 
filtering activity of the mussels produces silt which gets 
deposited under the mussel carpet. This hinders the growth of 
mussels. Chain harrow are used to level the ground. The 
production by on bottom culture is about BKg per m2 of mussel plot or 80 tonnes per hectare. An essential 
part of the on bottom Dutch mussel farming is the 'rewatering' process. Here before marketing the mussels, 
they are kept in special lots for 10-14 days for the process of eliminating the weak and damaged mussel.
4. Long line culture
This method is becoming very successful in open sea mussel farming. A rope is stretched horizontally near the 
water surface and maintained 1 -2 m from the surface with buoys. Mussels are grown on vertical ropes known 
as 'droppers' which hang from the horizontal rope for a length of 4m. Mussel seeds are collected from natural 
beds and transplanted onto the ropes into a continuous sock-like cotton tube, which is approximately 17.5 
cm in width. Small mussels stripped from the collection ropes are inserted. This cotton sock is then wound 
around the dropper. The mussels grow and attach to the ropes using their byssal threads and the cotton sock 
slowly disintegrates and falls away. The droppers are placed a minimum of 0.5 m apart and have at least 4 m of 
free space from the bottom. In deeper waters the gap between the bottom of the line and the sea floor is 
greater. Anchor ropes extend from each end of the horizontal rope to anchors buried in the mud of the 
bottom. As the ropes are kept taut, there is no movement around the anchor to disturb the bottom as occurs 
when boats are anchored. -
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The density at which mussels can be cultured on long lines could be about 300 per meter, but depends on the 
food availability, which varies from site to site. Mussels grown on longlines can become smothered by 
naturally settling juvenile mussels and other fouling organisms. For this reason, most farmers prefer to 
position their farms away from heavy spat settlement areas to avoid layers of spat attaching to larger mussels.
5. Raft Culture
The basic principle of raft culture is similar to long line culture in that the mussels are suspended on droppers 
but these are suspended from the raft instead of the long lines. The raft itself is anchored to the seabed 
removing the need for several anchoring systems. Long line culture however, creates less of a visual impact, 
and the droppers can be spaced farther apart to maximize the use of the available phytoplankton. Raft culture 
is more suited to areas of dense phytoplankton and to smaller operations, as there is less scope for mechanical 
harvesting. This method of culture is used in the Galician Bays in Spain, Saldahna Bay in South Africa but has 
been abandoned by the New Zealand industry in favour of long lines. This method has its origin in Spain in the 
Galician Bay Mussel seeds (Mytilus golloprovincialis) settle profusely in the inter-tidal zone in the coastal 
waters of Galicia. These rias are sheltered, nutrient rich with 3-4 m of tidal range provide ideal environment 
for suspended mussel culture. The rafts are constructed using a wooden framework of timber and floats of 
concrete, steel, styrofoam or fiberglass material. These seeds are collected by scrapping the rocks with spade­
like steel blades. Seeds can be collected by suspending ropes vertically from the rafts. The length of the mussel 
ropes varies from 6-9 meters according to the depth of the culture site. As the production is about 10 Kg of 
mussel per meter of rope, a raft having 600 to 1000 ropes of 6-9 meter may produce 30000 to 90000 Kg of 
mussel per year.
6. Rack culture.
This is the simplest of the rope method used for green 
mussel cultivation in India and Philippines. The main 
purpose of the pole is to support the structure. In 
between these poles, ropes are suspended either 
vertically or kept horizontally where the depth is a 
limitation. The construction is labour intensive but the 
simplicity in harvesting and accessibility of local 
materials for farming purposes makes it very adaptable 
under local conditions. Mussel culture is fast becoming 
popular in the Malabar area since 1997 following the 
success achieved by CMFRI in rearing green mussel by 
rack culture in the backwaters. The simple methods 
employed for mussel farming was transferred to progressive farmers who took up mussel culture in the 
backwaters. Soon they found the venture profitable. Demands came from new entrepreneurs for training 
and mussel farming spread from Kasaragod to Ponnani. Mussel culture in the backwaters of Kerala was first 
started in Padanna and Cheruvattur Panchayats in Hosdurg Taluk of Kasaragod district. Later it was taken to 
Elathur in Calicut district and Vallikunnu and Ponnani in Malappuram district. The total production in 2008 
was 16,500 tonnes. Some of the constraints are regarding the availability of seed. Mussel farming is a decade 
and half old farming practice in India. This is a low investment activity with very good returns. If promoted 
properly, mussel farming can be used as a tool for women empowerment in the coastal areas and can 
stimulate a healthy socio-economic development in the area. Better post harvest technologies can develop 
attractive value added products. Since very good export markets are available for mussels there is further 
scope of extending the farming practice to suitable areas.
Rack culture at Pdanna. Kasargod district, Kerala
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Seed collection and seeding on ropes
The site selected for collection of seed should be free from 
pollutants. Seeds collected from the submerged (sub tidal) 
areas will be healthier. After removing other organisms 
and weeds, the seeds were washed thoroughly in 
seawater. About 500-750g of seed is required for seeding 
on one-meter length of rope. The ideal size of the seed is 
15-25mm with 1-2g weight. The length of the rope is 
decided by considering the depth where the raft/ rack is 
positioned. While suspending the seeded rope on rack it 
must be tied in such a way that the upper seeded portion 
of the rope should not get exposed during low tide.
Rack culture at Ori, Kasargode distria
Nylon rope of 12-14mm or 15-20mm coir rope can be used for seeding .Old 
cotton net, cotton mosquito net or cheap cotton cloth are used for covering the 
seeds around the rope. Cotton netting of required width and length is placed on 
the floor and required quantity of seed is spread over the net from one end to 
another. The rope is kept above the net and is tightly stitched in such a way that 
the seeds spread uniformly around the rope. The cloth will regenerate within 2-3 
days. By this time the seeds will secrete byssus thread and will get attached itself to 
the rope.
To avoid slipping of the mussels, knots are made on seeded rope at a distance of 
25cm. Placing split bamboo pegs in the rope (12-14mm) at regular intervals will 
also serve the purpose.
Grow-out-phase
The seed, which get attached to ropes, show faster growth in the suspended column 
water. If the seed is not uniformly attached, crowded portion always show slipping. To 
avoid slipping, periodical examination of seeded rope and thinning of the same is 
essential. The ropes also should be suspended in such a way that it will not touch the 
bottom as well as the seeded portion is not exposed for longer period during low tide. 
Seeded mussel on the upper portion of the rope shows faster growth due to the 
abundance of phytoplankton. For better growth the seeded ropes should be spaced at a 
distance of 25cm.
In open sea -farming, growth of mussel is very rapid. They attain 80 - 110mm in 56 
months with an average growth of 13.5mm/month and an average weight of 35-45g. 
This growth is observed in farms at various locations. In estuarine farming, mussels attain 
75-90mm in Smonths with an average weight of 35-40g and an average production of 
10-12 kg/m rope
Management
Constant vigil is required to see that the raft/rack is in position. Thinning may be done if necessary to avoid 
loss of mussel and to provide enough growing space. Periodic removal of fouling organisms like barnacles, 
tubiculous polychaetes and ascidians is to be done for improved growth.
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Diseases and Poisoning
Mussels are said to be harmful when consumed during periods of red tide (in 
Malayalam it is called Pola vellam). This mainly occurs due to dinoflagellates bloom 
or bloom of diatoms, or cyanobacteria. They will produce potent toxins that can 
find their way through the food chain to humans, causing a variety of gastro­
intestinal and neurological illnesses, such as: paralytic shellfish poisoning, 
diarrhaeortic shellfish poisoning, amnesic shellfish poisoning, neurotoxin shellfish 
poisoning. Another new toxin identified is yessotoxin, which affects the nervous 
system.
Mortality caussed by pollutionHarvest, product development and marketing
Harvest will be done when the mussels reach marketable size and condition index is
high, i.e., before the spawning and onset of monsoon. Normally harvest season is from April to June.
Mussel ropes are collected manually and brought to the shore for harvest and washed thoroughly using jet 
wash to remove grit and slit. The mussels separated from the ropes are maintained in re-circulating seawater 
for 24hrs and washed again in fresh seawater. This method of depuration is effective in reducing the bacterial 
load of the mussel meat by 90%.
Depurated mussels are then mainly sold through local 
market as live shell-on mussel. At present processing 
units use only a small quantity of cultured mussel. New 
strategies need to be developed to fully exploit the 
domestic market.
Meat from depurated mussel can be shucked in fresh 
condition or after boiling or steaming. Further 
processing of the mussel meat can be done after 
blanching in 5%  saltsolutionfor 5 minutes.
Harvest o f mussel at Padanna, Kasaragode district
Depuration
To avoid risk in consuming the mussel meat and to increase the quality of mussel, depuration is essential. 
During the process of feeding, mussels accumulate all suspended biological materials including harmful 
microorganisms. Before the product reaches the market, these materials have to be removed from their gut. 
The process of such purification is called depuration.
The mussels are placed for 24 hours in cleaning tanks under a flow of filtered seawater. About 10-20% of the 
seawater is continuously replaced. At the end of 12 hours the water in the tank is drained and mussels are 
cleaned by water to remove the accumulated faeces. The tanks are again filled with filtered seawater and the 
flow is maintained for another 12 hours. Then the tanks are drained and flushed with a jet of filtered sea 
water. The mussels are held for about one hour in 3 ppm chlorinated seawater, and then washed once again 
in filtered seawater before marketing.
Products and export
A variety of products have been developed in India from mussel meat. These products have been developed 
by R & D activities of CIF, Kochi.
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In the retail market, few mussel products are available. The latest product in line is the condiment 
incorporated ready-to-eat fried mussel meat in vacuum packs.
For further economic utilization, value added products of mussels like seafood cocktails are prepared and 
marketed by seafood export firms in India. The export of these items from India is showing an increasing 
trend.
Nutritional value of 100g heat blanched mussel meat
Composition Quantity Adult male (% ) of daily requirement
Adult female (% ) of 
daily requirement
Energy 172 Kcal 2.9 3.8
Protein 23.8g 19 24
Oil (fat) 4.48g 2.2 2.9
Omega 3 fatty acids 782 mg *
Cholesterol 27 mg - -
Calcium (Ca) 56 mg 7 7
Iodine (1) 0.065 mg 43 43
Iron (Fe) 7mg 70 47
Phosphorous (P) 285 mg 29 29
Potassium (K) 270 mg 11 11
Selenium (Se) 0.038 mg 19 19
Sodium (Na) 410 mg 13 13
Zinc (Zn) 0,95mg 6 8
Vitamin A (Retinol) 0.05 mg 5 5
Vitamin E (Tocopherol) 1.9 mg 19 19
Vitamin B1 (Thiamine) 0.009mg .6 0.6
Vitamin B2 (Riboflavin) 0.28 mg 16 21
Vitamin B6 (Pyridoxine) 0.19 mg 9.5 12
Vitamin 812 (Cobalamine) 0.009 mg 0,5 0.5
Niacin 1.4 mg 7 9.3
Pantothenate < 1 mg <20 20
Vitamin C (Ascorbic acid) 4.4 mg 7 7
Ratio Omega 3 to Omega 6 is 13:5
Source; United States Dept, of Agriculture Handbooks
" Composition of Foods"No.s 8.15,1987 & 8.13,1989.
Overseas markets
Mussels are exported to different countries in the frozen and dried condition. They are also airlifted in the 
iced condition to the Gulf countries where mussels are in great demand. There is an increasing demand for 
mussels in the global markets,■especially in UAE, China, Mali, Sigapore, Srilanka,Australia, Greece, Japan, 
Lebanon, Mexico, NewZeland and Rep. Korea. The export of mussel products shows an increasing trend.
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Quality standards
Quality standards followed for mussel includes the Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS), Hazard Analysis Critical 
Control Point (HACCP), International Organisation of Standards (ISO 9002) and European Economic 
Community norms.
With globalisation, seafood trade will be subjected to increasingly greater regulation, control, issues related 
to environmentally sustainable practices. Seafood safety would assume greater significance in the future. 
Eco-labelling and HACCP certification would be made mandatory for all seafood products. Contaminants 
frequently monitored include bacterial loads, heavy metals, antibiotics and pesticides, algal blooms for HAB 
(Harmful Algal Bloom) toxins.
Microbiological criteria (as per EEC guidelines)
Animal product Live bivalve mollusc (Directive 91/492/EEC)
Bacterial sp. Limit *n *c *m *M Production area specification
Salmonella Absence in 25g
Faecal coli < 300/1 OOg Production area A
< 6000/1 OOg Production area B
<60000/1 OOg Production area C
E.coli <230/1 OOg Production area A
<4600/1 OOg Production area B
Animal product - Cooked crustacean and Molluscan shell fish (Decision - 93/51/EEC)
Salmonella Absence in 25g 5 0
S.aureus 5 2 10Ocf u/g lOOOcfu/g
Any pathogen Quantities to affect 
human health
Thermotolerant
conforms 5 2 10cfu/g lOOcfu/g
E.coli - 5 1 10cfu/g lOOcfu/g
Mesophilic 
aerobic bacteria - 5 2 104cfu/g 105cfu/g Whole product
E.coli
Shelled/Shucked
- 5 2 5x104cfu/g 5x105cfu/100g
Mesophilic aerobic 
bacteria • 5 2 105cfu/g 106cfu/g Crab meat
*n = number of units comprising the sample
*m = limit below which all results are considered satisfactory
*M = acceptability limit beyond which the results are considered unsatisfactory
*c = number of sampling units giving bacterial counts of between m and M
Production area A: bivalve molluscs can be collected for direct human consumption
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Production area B: bivalve molluscs can be collected but only placed on the market for human consurnptioh 
after treatment in a purification centre, after relaying
Production area C: bivalve molluscs can be collected but placed on the market only after relaying over a long 
period (at least two months), whether or not combined with purification, or after intensive purification for a 
period to be fixed in accordance with the procedure provided for in Article 12 of Directive 91/492.
Present status of mussel culture
In India mussel production through culture shows an increasing trend. Now under NATP programme mussel 
culture became a popular one in most of the maritime states of India. In the Indian subcontinent estuarine 
farming of mussel was first started in Kerala particularly at Dharmadom in Kannur district, Padanna and 
Cheruvatur in Hosdurg Taluk of Kasargode district.
The establishment of mussel farms in Kerala State led to an increase in mussel production. In Kerala, the 
important event that has taken place in mussel farming is the women participation (Women Self Help Group).
Seed production in captivity
Keeping brood stock in captive tanks and by induced maturation and spawning, seed can be produced in 
hatchery. In India, CMFRI has developed hatchery technology for mussel seed production. But hatchery 
production of mussel seed is not yet commercialized.
Role of CMFRI in mussel farming
Training programmes are conducted in collaboration with Aquaculture Development Agencies to different 
categories of trainees like in-service personnel, private entrepreneurs, NGO’s, and fisher groups especially 
women. Demonstration farms are set up in all the suitable areas like estuaries and open sea. Creating 
awareness among funding agencies, other state government organizations and panchayats for release of 
funds under various developmental schemes have helped in the commercialization of mussel farming in ail 
the maritime states especially in Kerala.
One of our farmers (Shri. G.S Gul Mohamed) received the "KARSHAKA SIRO!\/IANI "National award for the 
year 2002, constituted by the Ministry of Agriculture, Govt, of India for the best Mussel farmer. This is the first 
time that such a prestigious national award to a Keralite farmer from fisheries sector Shri.Gul Mohammed 
started mussel farming in estuaries from 1996 utilizing the technology developed by Central Marine Fisheries 
Research Institute (CMFRI)
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Economics for a model Mussel Farm
Rack and ren method in estuary mussel farm 5m x
5m
Seeded ropes 100 nos
1. Fixed cost (Material cost) |
Item Quantity Rate Amount
Bamboo poles (16 poles + 14 horizontal poles) 19 150 2850
Rope (farm construction) 3mm 2kg 150 300
Rope (seedinq)12mm 13kq 150 1950
Total 5100
II.Recurring cost
Cotton netting material 25 m 20 500
Cost of mussel seed (20-25mm) 150 Kg 25 3750
Stitching charges 100 10 1000
Canoe hire charge 2 trips 250 500
Labour charges (farm construction, seeding & harvesting) 8 500 4000
PVC pipe for seeding 1m 120 120
Miscellaneous 500 500
Marketing cost (shell on) Rs 1/kg 1000 1000
Total 11370
I.Fixed cost (Material cost)
III. Labour charge ( Meat shucking)
Shucking charqe 250 Kq 10 2500
Fuel charqe 500 500
Marketing Rs.S/kq 250 1250
Total 4250
Total financial outlay 
Shell on ( I + II) = 5100 + 11370 = 16470 
Shucked meat ( I + II* + III) = 5100 + 11370 + 4250 = Rs. = 20720
* Except the marketing charge
Total yield
Shell on lOkq/rope 100 1000 kq
Heat shucked meat 25% 250 kq
Gross Revenue
Shell- on 1000 75 75000
Heat shucked meat 250 250 62500
NET PROFIT
Shell-on = Rs.31225 
Shucked meat = 26325
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c^ ^^ !^5^ )■M ^«Tufr=1 T^a«nO<ii Hr*flM Kin1 ^ ,g-.^ ?^ r ’5!TI irg w r! dO irm  d ll»W|gR
■3?qnrT >^n^ . ■*n Trt %tc»t rrwim >4w h  ^o.ooo Tnror aim.
■?ira- j^ctii
X. 'srqf^ f?T^, f^ roiT^  - cpmftrt fvnr^
R. fvrqc^ TTEn ^  f%5JW fiT'Cm - 51^  dM-itilO
fim rz rm t - -sroSTjr^  - ^rcz
K. TTV  ^ - qTTTr’TT^K - -sptw^
H. -mTT^  ■^frc^T^ i'i - T?ign^K
e^ . ign?mt - ard'f^ -i - m s
Tfikr^  ’m 'li'cA ii Ti;-T«?<i<eii t n  -  fqc|od<^< -  dqch lfl
£,. Ud<< i^ WI%T W ft  'JfPi^'jrar H i'l— M i ' l l t f l %  3T5T^»cft, TTS^TIcftrT TTrt tS te JI HS<7yi^  a is ^ lc il, 7J5 ^  Rihc^i 
■pi2W^ iT 5?m W R  - ^ ^  n^'wcw, 'yr3i;<i«tiri -qnf ^ r^ rgfr Tpwi ^ fvTMcri fMdw^i
^rs^. _________
'5ra<U'^ i TgnwBzn - ■q^ rs ^ o^sjjcald -Rt^ an -sr -afhyiWl - ■^ rra'sfrsT, 'IiKvO <h=)R^
anfb i f^ ’sz jra r vfttct - jjijp T  ‘ W ’ stt r^ r r t  fq w u d 'l.
I r
I ||| i‘ I ■liM
i t ' l l
il ' |l, |: C,j!r III I I , HI
1
rLV  ^  ^
atfrosan?; ?
* io b 4 1 '^  f f n r ^  arf^f^ra  R « u i m i  M liR sfft t n r %  a r o d r d .  ■*?>% f ^ n r ^  P k^ ' z  f^wdi'cT. ■^mr
a^ rq ^ i f^ra #  tm r^ 1%wr ?i^ R>tt tnr# ‘^ rrg^ , cTTsre, ora^ s^ Tm "q^ fr
ai i t » ,K i^  ^ c j nrgfK. ■ntoTOT 3 T w m .  f v ^ r q ^  ■ ^ ^ s r p R t ^  "fn»2n% cto 5ui^<  - ^ p ^ - q t ^ r ^
3 TO % . - f ^ R ^ w r t i r  -rra j iin ift a r o f t  ^  ^ r m m .  ^jrrar ' J ^ t ^  s m c it .  c^rrsirT -r r n f t^  'T m g f i
tnrzTORTd -qtg -et^  rn^^Ttr tr^ mci ^ % ^n^rair^n ^ 5 ^  -sna^ -fW^mcT.
^  «tM «d l< 1  ?
» i# .< ll-p q i y »K -p < 4 i ^sn?ft f i iM-g wTd . ? ^ i T ^  ^  ^  itatnft ^ T f j f  H iu r i i
M i{i f ) i » K i'^i^ H  3J7im « ig if4i» n iT/4i tjpj f jh H H u m ^ f l  f m ) 6 d .  ^  ■ ^ .  ij1'i<*.1q, arrTa m  -it«ftTF»
mjRfanu. vKtft^ 4mgi^M -qra ^  ^  ift trtt#  9ft }^^  ^ anrea .^
3»«rsft '=n^ H^TMcTIrt. f=T55m ftld i tHT^
H T!ft-3 l> ^V 1 'o 4 » Q|^'<Ma> y y R f l o i N t  M TO tTaTI 3 TT«< i}f». % T 5 8  XT’ q icfrfl , »?!%,
•gt^ ssT, fimrh^l, ?5ir5C. riKrftqH.- sTwn^t. Hn.«w.<ri. %whihm stsm r^. srs iN ^ , vfrtiuM ^iWm ^
^ ■=fhrscfiXi ijel ^^ rrsfTzft f^ RFZTTER yM|U|M
<»rgh41 «4^d iyft a q W h z i r  m d o b ly ic f lc d  <sI4<+i M '1 ' s R ^ ,
-cR ^jW r^T, t n ^  W ^ P 3? , % ? .  ■ ^ k K ,  ot,i<;i|^'), of>K<NK, a i^ lt r i i
^ -nntc^  ^  srrt. <ilo<4intjt -p^ nrn, wsft, T^ '^ira <*iuiehioi
• ^ J T ^  ancgoddid . t n ? R T ^ ? m  %  f ? R ^  y i ^ d  aii<so<jdid. ^ s p r n ^ , - q ^ T s s ^ i ^ ,  m s t r ,  > iu jiig , t t o
3 T !jr a , STc^ N f T 3TTIT (S l5 < * ra  R b H M H <  < + )l^ 4 l 3 n S 5 3 ^ .
tn fn a n i^^ , x f f i W t  ^  a n w  H ^vira Tc i cRT^Tfhszn w t ip jit ^  ^ r a T ? :^  M tg
■QFitT, <»»-5i«H <ft, f ^ y ii 'taivi^ciiv iq ,^ chi^ ' I ’^ i-s'i, ^ - ^ H i M w i I ,  t m i w m  aqrf&i M l 'i y s 'l  "^rsift?! x g r s y m t ^
am»rra chi<»<f) -Jrcrra. sM^ncft  ^Ricrchi ■nd^ i.ra «wf^ ci fg^oft c^ it^ n ■ermw^  sn^.
•g fH=bl»»<K im n m c T %  y H t  f ^ w m .  ■ rq  i l z i m  i i r a  ?£irqT a r m ^  aTT%.
»iK<TRt 3t%cf ohw<f|^  TqcPrre^ re^  ^oooo oti^  ^  ^oo;? <Hi<riHcR ^ tN ran  %
'■jra<aqra ^ ttth : 31T%. R .H K M < Jd 1 < r1  i T ^ t R T t  'HraicT <+>|cti4l yys^lciH  ■ ntel Ct,'<<rqi4t TnctRT a i r t  3TTfT>T 3TT?TT
■ R t3 ^  ^im uiic|< f T  ^ i  ^  ^rgsR re  a i^ jn  ■sr^oSMra
J c H K - l ^  ^ O O I^  -  ^ 0 0 % TTKZ» xrsqTcT 3 ? q i< ^  ^ 00^ 0 -^Tr^ .
+ l<+.41'^ ) 131^
• q r w a  d < »ruii>  3 t = i^  m o t  Trsncft T r ^ ^ r r s m  y y i c j n  -s ra  ^  Tt^r^r
^ < H i » j o ^  a rf?R P T c )H W (f l ^  w > f t  " c p i ^  a n f ^  -^fflm  ^  ' ^ .
r « H g 1 C  ^  '»R 'K ^ i f t ^ .  ^  i c r 4 m  n V lM V n  3H^s+>2i C o  -  C C  f S r f t .  cHifltd ■51
%  -«o  =r5RRT ^ iT5 %  m  c^m t f t f f t .  ^  -s rs p ra  9 <a  %  -so tp c M ffr  ^ « r n » m :  s  H f l - ^ i d
% e tc=q r c t i i+ i i ld  T im rE ft w  ^  ^ m n n  r n r j ^  ar?T%, < + > ! < * ^ s r r t  T m M
%  -ifo a m ? t  ? K  T T te r  % e J c ^  %  p w m  rvs %  3 t « ^ .  ^Rrgr^frsEn c<ran-< i^ i t  ^ v ^ c < d M -o iii
c<ld N < u iM <  37^ 54^  aTORTt. ■3T^ " q m N t  y ’J I i n i ^ d l ,  a^H I'Efi < 5 M « » r a i ,  M|u^ldl<r1 ^  a M t z N l  <t>l<r(WVt.
cmc«)m1 'ohi 3 T ^  c( fM<rwiTfl «y s ,d o 4 Ic )<  R i q i  <as«»iic(<. 8i F l r f ^  cooled =(i® S T ^ c T ^ T  ar^T%.
^ n ^ -^ d  ^  yr ^ < 0  a m d r a  a ila jo rd i %  - q f t i T ^  ^ < t c f t ? i  a r ^ ^ r a  -n f r n l
qTIcT ara<Tt ?IT H<Td1g1 lM<i<oaff< -qraTI. 'jf^l'idT ilf^Td^  oqT^ ft c ^  It frrf*l aTO^  ^
•JTT^  -qlvm
W frn rra  ■y<cvc<id  Ml t q c t ^  a n c ft ^  q R M < w c )^ i  ^  a r ^ f ^  ^ c tra  rM r+d< a t ^  ^
Mlu-tfTd 'J lld ra . a t ^  ^ '^|-= )l * M M t r t  'iir^ 'M lil %  ■m ^ « h . 'ST1=TFT arordt ■%To5T?T T ^ T ^ T  m i= » « io(Ji i i  * « u |'5|
i  ' ii i ^
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'I'!
% TnSm •RfS'^ cntT 3TOcTt. wihTr^ "qpn?TtTlWT^FiT5it
•fWTRTET cqr^ ^  sra^ f^c^  ^ ^  smr ^Mmrar f^ <Nd1. Tqrarr
fSl^ yivii •srar  ^ -qi ??n% ?rqz^
ffnTc^ Tt?! P^'M'UK trt^ . «<l<ni * ^ <i’ Icticfl cbl'^ '-Tl'^  R cTJ^  *<5'M<ll <^l<4 d^n-l rMIMItJ^  R imcii Ot-Hll. 3T^
31^  ^  ^ r g P T  ^ g g t r A  ■a i i a d M c j  < i i ^ h <  " s g s i m  ^  ^  g %
^ M n i f i i J )  R n f u i  c h w i ? i .  ■ q i T i i i s q ' w ' i c i  f M ^ I  ■ g ^  ■ ^ r a ^ H w i d l  ^ r i r #  - J i M i d .
^  o f  H I c f l ' D H I  ^ • K > r H K H ' c | s M T * | |  3 : { ^ ; p s n  :
^ .  s m f x ^ T S i S f  3 T ^  3 t ^  c (  a n ^ - T C g l ^
w R m ^ ? I %  ^ i s h M U l  5( i * | U J ^ 3 T ^  a i ^ M I  3 T T ^  f < ' H ' ' ' ' - I V § c i q c T  
R^m<=W ^sfiioj^ l J?l(r1l<+>K 3t^
n. -^r^ ft "gg?r^ ^ Icr ^ sn=f>R^
S. -<jTif -Pi^m aTOT'^ w ^ -Rfsq^  
sg^cftcl liuflcrK
= b i'^ 4 1 '^  h ’i «  R > q i  ' « 4ic ii <;41 T U M f t  h i ^ - ?  rM|-=l i in H f l'h ^ 'J I  <^<dlc1. " I^Tcf f v i n c ^ i ^  S Tra n TR TT  ^  q - j n  snf®T
a i w c ^ (  ^ T 5R  ■ * ! ! %  ^ p h o R  - s n c t .  ^ i r g i  3 M 4 t ' t  f ^ i M c ^ i c f l d  H m i ^  w ^ i i  ^ m s f t c i  ^  < + . > i c ^ i  ^ n o s m
3^^ zirgr ^
U^ iteTT :
" R R n  X  ^ o o o  =  f ^ ^ M i 3 n ^
H W I ^ I  i = t ^ « y i < l  =  I R T O T ^  X  ^ 0 0  =
* 1* 4 1 x 1 3 T d $ i H l r l  ^ p f t e R  %  r M i - o M I  - c l * i v n  3 T O %  ^  < t.|<+>41 3 T I ^  %
^ e m i < " m « i  > a o  %  ^ ' u o  %  T j n i t ^  y v j i H H  a r n k r  a r w t  ^  H i w i ^ l  ^ j o h r ^  ( z ^ % ^ )  w f f T  a r o f t
^ * - 4 1  ^  g  W R W  # r q  ^ n ^ .
- + .1* 4 )
T T g s  ^  ' M s l d l d  ■ s r r m  f ^ « >  h z N t  t i t t i  i w r  a m  w i t  ^ e h m m ^  ^  ^  T i r i f t
^ H < K  o ( I < i d l c l .  c f)- ' c j j J M l .  ^ f o s t  ^  ^  s i W t ^  ^ < a  %  ? < a
s r a ^ .  ■ ' i ^ i y c i  ^  a r ^  w < r  ^  c ^ M T  ^  Z R F r a  - q ^ « i  ^  ^ s n c f t ^ .
M I ' J ' M m I  % T R t n  R S  %  ^  d I M H H  % ~ t T Z ? cT  S W T ^ .  J i f W ^ c K  l O T g c f t  W S r r m t  c h K < s < M i T > i j |
t n u z n x r r ^  ^  a r ^ f t  w n  <+>i* 4 1  ^ t f = T r a r ^  i H s r s T ^ t .  
irgsRft^
■?n T R T T r a n  y c r t h r a n r ^  " P n g s N t  - s i r E ? !  a r a i ^ ,  n i u i ) i d 1 « H  la s s ^  ^ s f T R i  ^  d i d i - c i i  ^  - r o i ^ .
^  f c ^ n  ^  * w 5t )  ^  ' i i c i i ^ i f i  d ^ r a m ^  3 - q ^ T s q
S T O T i T R t  c i r ^ T ^  ■ E n ^  " o T N ^  7R T O  ■ ^ T W  3 T [ f & I  ? q T ^  '4 1^ 7^  .  t H g  'B IT  g n f ^  t i > | | < )  ^ j j s ( l d1 <r1
■3 ^ s i T W « T  ■ « n g ^  g s R W T  ? r ^ .  ■ q r g ^  ^ f r g ? t  ' ^ ' r a r ^ - i i  ■ § t % ? i ,  ^ s ' ^ c r ^  o i R w  ■ ^ r m i  3 ? ^ .
■ ? r g s r r ^ r w  l a r ^  ^ r m i  s t j m c i .  ■ 't o t  c ^ m f t H  m i u ^ ^ i41  ~>s ■^3t r < t  ■?3 r r t
< l < d ^ I f c » <  x t F T ^  i j ^ .  X ft^  y i ^ d  w w e f t  ^ R ? n  « M < d r l  3 T l f 6 T  y « j e | u i r ^  ^ T t e j j i  3 T O c = q P 3 ^
■ * 1* 41 -^ 1  T p r a R ^  t t R w h  j * « n  v i * M d i  a r f ^ r ^ F  a r a ^ .
tiq%fHI^ I
■ g ^ g r p i T  f ^ q < H ^ i - 2i w g ?  <To5m t  cT c g r r r r q ; !  e i t t  ^  * < ^ i d .  t T O T T i ^ -T  i g R ,  ^  ^
c I T T %  ^ ^ < d l ' d .  W P T T o T ^  a T « T ^  ■ y ' N R t  ^ i r a r a  a n f w  c q r a r  * l * 4 1  r ^ * 4 H  ^  « < y d l d .  T s J R  ^^
a r s ^ r s r ^ l R ^  T ? r w h 9 R  a r W h ^ i T  - g e r o s  m i u ^ w  ^  ^ i t o r q T  - q ^  - s i t ^ T  w m r
a q q ^  w g s o c T  * < a i d .
^ I V C T d  13^ ? J : T r E i n  31% 2f )  ^ » T c f t  3 ? T t ^ .  * l g 1 - ^  ^ t l f q r  " g t  3 T T % .
I
'ii I !
>
xrra irm  coa grW iTfha vh im M Ki a i qqiTtr^ g ^<<ici arrqaj^ T^^
-sTFT^ i -g^ T^ . T^ !?: «|(HivR r«<r«H ^  ^^ ir.Mi^ i Tpsnn -qr^  Tsnn^  ^  w^gut^ itji
T^ Mi<*)S) f^oRi ■qrmTRi mrrer ^TssrhR rMi-^ i srr  ^^  fy,T=qiTy4i a^Nh^
a r^ te l ^  3 T I^ . ^  'chl*h41 f<^t>H|Tf| T r f ^  ^ «< M . #  'T ljtm , l^ l -^ t’WlI t?
fliCThszn yyRH^MKl, f^ «> srtFtzNn ^  Miui«»od s^mn <jn-s»ji w m r, fa*i
-Ml^ ^Wfcfl -511^. -*n M|U<4M rqi^ -)r-^  ^3TO  ^^  ZPT^ ara^ Tcl. t  s^rxTI
Tif^ t-<iHm I  «fr5i ? fi^  f^ Woqra t*n a ^  ^ k iv t ^  t  aw  ri sqrar^ a
u  ^ vs ift s T  37?q7n?i  ^ Tfte? fw ? rm  x h ^ tr . -sirn Miu<<rgTi Midodl fn TH  3nf«io5T
■^■cffRi ^  ^ ?m dM<«sft yroft isrt«it*« 3ro^ 5=qi ^ohb^  f^ p qiMiq^
■'t.l<i<*?HUJ KN cim . S^TPft MTtft ^  3 lW t ^  MI'I'-H-^I ^W aflcl T^q STORll ^
eimCT5 g IvFfh ri^  "m iL ifteT Hi*fi^i ifter smrr^ a?«if
f W ’Fim 'ilHi'+.K Tt^ ?TO ^ tmnnqreft ^  3?rtr r^=wairi. ^  aroi '^ inft tmm
^  irq w K i 3fT?T^. ^  uiuniwm trrei^ l -q T^ f- i  it a n  R » .ia i< i ^  t t^p^  ^ T ?r<fN  ^^  F t^ .
Tntm'TTxrdr  ^  ^ o^ Mf?-MMci< cer r^qNt <^.RT>ft >^r?fm. "4f^7 <i % *n
T ira  c< tjTrft <!5sis?n ^ c« iig a  if l ;»n*ii 3«nz sjh ^ . r’^'\qi5^<M»-^
VISFrqt^  -3(1^.
Cfo3I^
i^e;^ <^ ,^ ■^•=qr% ^ "qr ^Tiia jtmvi«R=h i^rm. ^  fst«> <*;r4i4)i> i^gs^ t^iosran
^ 1 * 9 1 ^  «IM 5r», fa s p  ^ 5^ 9^  w f t  ftr« J 7ft ^<aJo*, a< iaaraid . f^«) c?rt^ VlHv«lft<-fl«Kl9HI f<^^tiaiiarftg1 
f m i  Tt.<dici. 3Tvn ^ frft w  T jq  t^tss «n f w ? i  ’ m ra i HTtft-afRfrehan
M <*JI<flH *4y{^dail41 mI)H<;K c«<4dM. 3 ? r ^  'n nm  'm vH|(>riT>»j| 3 lf» ^  oilH<U
’^ Tid ici. -*n •'n^vHhr ^  x h r w r ^  ir im T  yMvt>i ^smii. ■qtg sm r rR sm t aroT^c^m
^ iK iH iviN i T q s^  F ltfJ . ft W 5 J 3 ^ :^  OTifteT « i«qm  ?gmm ■*it »i io>m i # e p j -girRT Ktgr^ f^qrOd
mRuIIM tT53mtc=l ^ » T ffh l  ^ jm ^ 53T^  ^TTORUT £. fW »  ^  6o ^HIM f^d ^JT^Ttjt^ 15rqr5^ <4l^°tO
’5?g’ ;=NthTTTt^  «bi«ti«ft ^  MFT ^  r^snTnr 9»<»uj.ii<|41
1° ^ %>f R p to  «*fK r5tn  f* fx »  qpRTTd ^  »»i^ ?^n f% ^ i
r*n s^mi ^ "qhr^ . r^rar^ t fSisbtH 3^im 3to<i .
cTtW ■<1'(.JsidN'0tr1 ■?T^»J=T
Tg^ m Tnprr^ m»4Hi«iJl ift -ajti Tm ^ 37^  .3prr^ . c?ro ^  "ir^ NT s^rs: tirtiorf^ MUjH  ^ ^
■Rto Tsn?ft ^ * i? im . ^  ^ h m m n A  gr»ft r* irn  «iV-im i o t»4r  do>Mi A^ T^ig|T''>^ l <jK<de'Mi
trtnw  ^ v m w l  STW R ^wm . vi 3jrsm ^fRTstern ^  tj>t q rC Td ic i. vi Tjtn=rr
‘ ^ f^ *  *tii'iu *< l' •«T'ram . % rfrN j c^WZ ^  fMVI«fld fv R T ^  %
Hin^ ^  tifTTTqr^ ^rRmtm^ ^ # n ft  f^<*,rf«fdia ^  f^ v i^  ^Whyft Hnrnm ^vs.i^
^  K if t e i ?To5Pm fi m  5 « id id . Tnvro JT 'M   ^ i r f  i&5(«tio4in ^00  Mi<£did. ■*n
r*f«(H ’irai% iirBnwra. n^?reRn?f. ?*»rg^  ^  aabi .^T^ i
55055^  f2iT  ^ id ^  diq>^ cr*ii mijqrqyv  ^ ;n i^  c<kc)k ei«iM*ti
dxicjjH dMi«<in g r n *  
cTTmra^
^  v^ jT ra n  vN thrnT shTsreitiTTsft Trnn t ?ai<qi^  a^eigr -^ ii u rw i
3Tifm «a<;-<id ^  ■'ST^ H^ -^iRn im m . t * r  -ti sp ip tiip ft -ann.
■ frgRtffhr *i«t> 4)^  Tsjbi » rt^  um«»iw aRreant. % ^nnn ^tiia -g ian rttm
fm s q h i w l= T  -sfi^. ^ d a  ^ ^  irm ra .
« u > w i^  ^000  ^ t r s s  a i«< rtii«  dMf<ai ^o <^o
wrff xjofq f W ^  3tt%. ^  ^ «rjfki
^  ^r<4Kl Tfi^k n ?  f»TS'm =qT o R ^  = n w ^  ^7rar?ft% •snt. -^ ig s  a^qsn - g n ^  •3«?o3 3t o %  f ir»^ ^ < a V  "^ ft
«(l4<ai -^TH t T ^  f ^ O c i l d  * ? m c T ^  o !? T ^  -s ri^ f^ Js n  TSfr^ 3 T T ^  3 1 ^  -R TS ^  %7?rr ^srrat -bT ^^^|qOM a iig a q T 
■ ^m t^T  ^  ^ R 7 ^ 5 l ^  <»l°h41-g| 4 ) ^ I<)MU| ^  H [^ .^ l-n q | y | ^ |.i<jOHd< ^?reTTT
TftcST
^  -Ji^ WTOi "^ rntg^  f^tojr a iti^  "q f^Nrst^  ^  TitoST J^T^ t -qmi
^ ■ S '^ iiq ^ lc 'l « f l '^  M1<c; k  « + > ) < < X s R ^ ^ - l  *il«>i ■WI<;H"T H o o  ^  vsi^o crri«(t ^  ^<a f t f q  ^  cfoTH ^ ^
^  ■3?T!f, %  H ^ r  < {l< < a s i= « X t w t  <=^<'^1^  STORt. ^ l ^ g s  c«JtyMI>J||<i « f t ^  TftoST = R T% . 
aT-iT^^^ZTcF; W if t  ^  c T ^  ig T M  ^  ^Jra i% .
whntm
■^TTtJRTlI ^ ^  ^  ^"X ftrfrr vJllsT^ H liJc iH -^  t ( H d s  -qpjTjTyzTT <a^dl-°MI ijlH|U||d
■pqi^ ^ F T T T ^ . c^rsft 3 7 ^  'sejt^  ^  r R m r g R  fr ^  w t  q iu ^ M  -sartTrT •^ •a i<PiM i
3 T O T ^ .  ■=i?R <MlO'^ 37rar% ^  ^JIT^ vHrH-flcK T R T ^  rMId^ «fr3T TT«;^TTIFft ^  '311^ 4 1 -Jll'H ^d
^  -crs^ q^pH -Eqicrr. ^  ^  "smroTRT
■WT# wk^. f^ siwci ^  rsiiH r^^ H s^rr%K m-suimi i^ 5^I
w r T s z jT  ^iM io ■nter ? t 3 ; ■=r^  ^ d - i i < r i i  ■Rrasqm srt^^sn 3 tt«^k r t t ^  ^^To*rm .
% ■sfriT c{K<a«nni ?t W»K ^ P5% -cpcg % ■M<<=bH ■qtoST -^. % ^
3 Tra 7 ^T^  3TO % . T^TiJff 3 T O ^  <3i<Ml<=(< rlHlcrMMdi R d 'H i'f l r P N t  dWWuft <+,<|cft. f^ru r
37?n R tfl^  < ii'ii^ ^  ^  "qpnTraTT cioeiell ct^PJTR ^  S ^ t i h a n  'T iK  ^  M|u^<l»<l^< <|^ u |H  HTfttT. ^ -;it|t}]
^ ( S  3m < i^7qt?T ^ rtA  ^<a  i i q t  % 5 n ^ . ar?> s n s o g i  ;an% cfft ^ t w s r s c n  vPTRftc^
4)l=h41--n 5 ^  ^ s n ^  VRiupc SPRUJ Tqpiqrsn «RT<I 3T?T%.
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